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Abstract

The bene�ts of object�oriented programming are
well known� but popular operating systems provide very
few object�oriented features to users� and few are im�
plemented using object�oriented techniques themselves�
In this paper we discuss a mechanism for apply�
ing object�oriented programming concepts to program
binding �linking� and execution� We describe OMOS�
an object�meta�object server that embodies a �exible
object framework� The OMOS framework projects an
object�oriented structure onto programs and shared li�
braries that may not have been originally developed
for use within an object�oriented environment� This
framework provides natural facilities for inheritance�
interposition� and overloading of operations� as well
as development of classes with dynamically evolving
behavior��

� Introduction

In recent years object�oriented programming has
gained widespread support due to its facilities for
controlling modularity� division of responsibility� sup�
port for code reuse� and scalability����� We believe
these features can be pro�tably applied to the prob�
lem of program binding and execution to achieve a
more elegant solution than is currently available� while
also providing increased functionality� We present a
mechanism for applying object�oriented programming
concepts to program binding �linking	 and execu�
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tion� We also describe the implementation of OMOS�
an object
meta�object server which implements these
concepts as a process in the Unix� operating system�

Current technology for constructing programs from
modules is clumsy and lacks structure����� This clum�
siness results in ine�ciency which manifests as poor
use of programmer skills� poor locality of program ref�
erence� poor reuse of existing code� poor use of virtual
address space� and poor use of cpu time �i�e�� avoidable
recalculations	� This lack of structure is� of course�
not without reason� Historically� there has not been a
structure which seemed su�ciently comprehensive and
robust to encompass current techniques while provid�
ing the increased functionality of the object�oriented
paradigm� Also� the large investment in existing tech�
niques makes moving to an incompatible structure
costly�

We believe that object�oriented programming con�
cepts can be applied to existing techniques such that
many of these ine�ciencies can be overcome while still
taking advantage of existing technology� We begin the
discussion with a review of object concepts and how
they relate to programs and name binding� We then
discuss recent work which clari�es the relationship be�
tween modules and inheritance� After these prelimi�
naries we will describe the features an object server
must possess and a sample architecture� This discus�
sion is followed by a more detailed discussion of a pro�
totype implementation� Finally� we will review some
results and make some observations on the concept of
the OMOS system�

� Objects and modules

An object is a collection consisting of some member
data �called slots	 and some member functions oper�
ating on that data �called methods	� In this way an
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